
Milk 
Fist opens & closes several 

times like milking a cow 

More 
The thumbs and fingertips 
tap together several times 

Eat 
Thumb and fingertips tap 
the mouth several times 

Tips for success: 
1. Make eye contact when you sign with your baby. 
2. Teach signs that you know are important and/or fun to your baby– “practical” signs can come later. 
3. Say the word as you make the sign— you are also teaching your baby to speak! 
4. Exaggerate facial expression/ tone of voice for emphasis (Example: questioning, cold, pain, dirty).  
5. Add sound effects for fun and enhanced meaning (animals sounds, car, brush teeth, etc.) 
6. Make signing a fun part of your routine, by signing with daily routines, playtime,  and story time. 
7. Try to be fairly consistent, in the beginning, starting with about 6– 10 signs. Add more as often as it 

seems fun and useful. Babies are not overwhelmed by too much signing or speaking. 
8. Attend a signing class or storytime with your baby to expose them to more signing, get new ideas to 

use at home, make new friends and stay motivated!  
9. It’s not about perfection— babies approximate signs in much the same way they approximate words. 
10. Signing is taught in much the same way as waving “bye bye”, simply and naturally gesturing with cer-

tain activities. Have fun & don’t pressure baby to perform. Even 2 or 3 signs makes for a happier baby! 

Visit www.BabySignLanguageBasics.com for books, flash cards, and children’s music to use at home! 
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Another 3-6 motivating signs— things your baby loves, but can’t communicate by crying. 

Airplane 
“Y” hand w/index finger 
extended flies up & away 

Light (noun) 
Thumb and fingers open, 
representing rays of light  

Dog 
Pat leg or snap fingers as if 

calling a dog 
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Start with 3-6 signs for daily routines, and... 


